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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE IS GOOD BUSINESS TOO...
Recently, at the FuseCiC18 conference,
we heard from Peter Holbrook – CE of
Social Enterprise UK – about the
contribution social enterprises make to
the UK economy.
With c. 80,000 social enterprises in the UK
(7% of all businesses) contributing c.> £24
billion to the UK economy and employing
over 1 million people across almost every
sector – it’s no doubt that more people
are asking about the social enterprise
business model.
So, what is social enterprise and why do
we at Fuse believe that social enterprise
principals should be adopted as widely as
possible – even for those business that are
not social enterprises in their own right?

What is a social enterprise?
Businesses with primarily social objectives whose
surpluses are principally reinvested for that purpose in the
business or in the community, rather than being driven by
the need to maximise profit for shareholders and owners.
(UK Government’s definition of social enterprise)

Having a social objective ...
At Fuse our objective is to help social enterprise to develop
and grow and we are able to do this because of the skills and
experience we have gained through running our own social
enterprises like our grounds maintenance company, Clean Cut,
or managing the Northfield Centre in Stafford.
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FUSE: Social Enterprise is good business too...
So, for us, having a social objective is like a guiding
principle – a mission statement that we can reflect back
and challenge everything we do against – like the Olympic
Gold Medal Rowing motivational quote – ‘Does it make
the boat go faster? – ‘Will this help those we set out to
help?’

Jean Jarvis MBE
MD, Fuse Enterprise
Jean is a dynamic and entrepreneurial leader
with an enthusiasm for, and expertise in,
social enterprise. She has extensive
experience as a founder, practitioner and
Board member of setting up and running
successful social enterprises as well as
advising others.
She is also chair and director of Partners for
Social Enterprise, the strategic body for social
enterprise in Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin
and has represented the sector on the
European
Structural Investment
Fund
committee.

Jean has an important national profile,
acted as a Social Enterprise Ambassador;
worked with the Ministry of Justice; and was
honored with an MBE for services to social
enterprise in 2011.

Like many social enterprises, our social objectives are
about helping, supporting and developing those who
come and work with us and for us – does it help our
employees or those who volunteer with us to progress on
their journey – are we giving them the skills, confidence
and self-belief to achieve their potential and maybe as
importantly, are we inspiring them, igniting their
ambitions to go out and grab those opportunities?
We believe, no matter what type of organisation you are,
if you think about your employees and customers in this
way – whatever business you are in – it will pay dividends
and, as they say, ‘will it make the boat go faster?

We certainly believe having a committed, engaged and
dedicated team, all rowing in the same direction for the
benefit of your customers, is a recipe for success in any
business – social enterprise or not.

Jean Jarvis MBE
MD, Fuse Enterprise

Find out more ...
If you would like to find out more about Fuse and the
work that we do, contact us on:
Web: www.fuseenterprise.co.uk
Email: info@fuseenterprise.co.uk
Tel: 01952 217426
Twitter: @FuseCiC

Follow Jean on twitter @JeanJarvisMBE
FUSE is a social enterprise development specialist
We set up our own social enterprises to deliver services for local people,
we also work with others to help, support and encourage the growth
of social enterprise in the UK

